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Follow Normy's adventure of receiving a second chance through the beauty of kindness in this

magical storybook. A story where unlikely friendships and new beginnings unfold.
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Love2Read, “fun read. This is a wonderful book about Margaret and her dog Daisy finding a

garden gnome. Margaret tends to her beautiful garden daily. She decides to keep the garden

gnome and Daisy has so much affection for it. Margaret then learns that the gnome is special!

This is such a fun read. The illustrations are beautiful.”

Zoe Michal, “Beautifully illustrated story. This is a lovely story and tribute to the writer‘s

grandmother and her beautiful garden. The illustrations are bright and colorful. This book is

perfect for older children as the story is longer. A beautiful tribute with the added touch of a

cute dog and a newly adopted gnome.”

Reens, “Sweet and magical story. This story was very sweet and special. It is a little longer

than regular picture books so it is great for slightly older readers.I love the message of unlikely

friendships and the magical ending. I almost wished there was more to read as I was really

enjoying the story and wanted to see more. The illustrations are so bright, colorful and

beautiful. It's a very enjoyable read.”

Nikki S., “Magical. What a wonderful story about a garden gnome finding his forever home.

Children will love this story about love and care. They will especially love the dog Daisy, who

seems to get in trouble with a bee. The story is humorous and fun. Couldn’t wait to turn the

page to see what was next. Great read!”

Mercy Mize, “Cute story. A Garden Home for Norma the Gnome is a fun story about a women

with a passion for her garden and her dog. One day they are out and find an old garden gnome

and they decide to bring it home! This cute story that is sure to be a favorite for dog lovers and

garden lovers alike!”

Evan, “Adorable story. A very cute story about a friendly gnome that makes his way into a



lovely lady and her dogs home. He brings a magical touch to their lives and garden. A very

sweet story overall!”

Jessica Ayala, “cute Gnome and dog book. The book shows someone’s trash can be another

persons treasure. The dog loved the Gnome his owner fixed it up for him. I like that the

Gnome was missing and turned up on top of the dog and didn’t fall. The story was sweet.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Normy finds a new home. What a lovely story about a woman who loves

and tends her beautiful garden. Yet she learns that even more beauty and magic can be

experienced when she brings home a magical gnome.”

La Kayshal, “Mysterious Normy. Nice picture book about Grandmother and her pet dog, Daisy.

One day Daisy finds a gnome figurine lying near a dumpster, it urges Grandma to take it home.

Soon mysterious things happen which will leave the reader making a lot guesses. Kids will

enjoy this book, highly recommended.”

Ava H., “Lieb. Eine liebe Geschichte um einen lustigen Gartenzwerg, eine ältere Dame und ihr

Hund mit süßen Illustrationen, die ansprechend und passend sind. Absolut empfehlenswert

auch für die ganz Kleinen geeignet als Gute Nacht Geschichte.”

The book by Brandon Mull has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 31 people have provided feedback.
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